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A ?ash memory having redundancy content addressable 

COIIIfISPOHdfIHCfI IAddIfISSI I memory (CAM) circuitry is described. The ?ash memory is 
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NBYC Tower erative memory cell. The ?ash memory includes a primary 
Sulte 3600 array of memory cells, a redundant array of memory cells, 

BOX 10395 and the redundancy CAM circuitry. The redundancy CAM 
Chlcago, IL 60610 (Us) circuitry includes a plurality of dual-ported CAM stages. 

. , _ Each CAM stage includes a CAM cell, a Write data bus 
(73) Asslgnee' Advanced Mlcro Devlces’ Inc‘ coupled to the CAM cell, and a read data bus coupled to the 

(21) A 1 NO_ 09/829 657 CAM cell. The CAM cell stores information regarding a 
pp ' " ’ location of an inoperative memory cell in the primary array. 

- _ The inoperative memory cell requires a substitution With a 22 F1 d. A . 10 2001 
( ) 1 6 pr ’ second memory cell in the redundant array. The Write data 

Related US Application Data bus produces the information from the CAM cell respon 
sively to a Write select signal. The Write select signal is 

(63) Non_provisionai of provisional application NO_ indicative of a Write operation to be performed at memory 
60/208,449, ?led on May 31, 2000 cell locations in the primary array. The read data bus 

produces the information from the CAM cell responsively to 
Publication Classi?cation a read select signal. The read select signal is indicative of a 

read operation to be performed at memory cell locations in 
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DUAL-PORTED CAMS FOR A SIMULTANEOUS 
OPERATION FLASH MEMORY 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] The present invention relates generally to semicon 
ductor memory devices. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to dual-ported content addressable memo 
ries for a simultaneous operation ?ash memory. 

[0002] Flash random access memory (RAM), more com 
monly knoWn as ?ash memory, is a form of non-volatile 
storage that uses a memory cell design With a ?oating gate. 
High voltages are applied to the memory cell inputs to 
program or store charge on the ?oating gate or to erase or 
remove charge from the ?oating gate. Programming occurs 
by hot electron transfer to place charge on the ?oating gate 
While erasure makes use of FoWler-Nordheim tunneling in 
Which electrons pierce a thin dielectric material, reducing 
the amount of electronic charge on the ?oating gate. Erasing 
a cell sets the logical value of the cell to “1” While pro 
gramming the cell sets the logical value to “0”. Aside from 
programming or erasing operations, a ?ash memory operates 
similarly to a randomly accessible read only memory 
(ROM). Conventionally, a ?ash memory chip, including the 
?ash memory storage cells and support logic/circuitry, is 
made by fabricating layers of semiconductor material and 
interconnect layers of polysilicon and ?rst and second metal 
layers onto a substrate. It Will be appreciated that there are 
numerous integrated circuit fabrication techniques, involv 
ing more or feWer layers, Which are applicable herein. 

[0003] Redundant core cell arrays are utiliZed to substitute 
for inoperative memory core cells of primary or regular 
arrays. Content addressable memory (CAM) circuitry may 
be utiliZed to assist in redundancy substitution. Redundancy 
CAM cells store information regarding the locations of 
inoperative memory cells so that redundant arrays of 
memory cells may be used to substitute for the inoperative 
memory cells of the primary arrays. 

[0004] Typically, the arrays of memory cells are tested by 
the manufacturer for performance and accuracy prior to 
utiliZation by a customer or user. The redundancy CAM cells 
are erased and programmed With the locations of inoperative 
memory cells as appropriate folloWing the testing stage. 

[0005] NeWer technologies, such as simultaneous read and 
Write operation ?ash memories, present opportunities for the 
redesign of CAM circuitries and architectures to meet 
increasing standards of system performance, and device 
density. It Would be desirable to implement a more e?icient 
redundancy CAM circuitry and architecture in a ?ash 
memory. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a memory according 
to a presently preferred embodiment; 

[0007] FIG. 2 is an exemplary core cell array including 
primary arrays and redundant arrays according to the 
memory of FIG. 1; 

[0008] FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of an exemplary CAM 
stage and accompanying output circuitry according to the 
memory of FIG. 1; 
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[0009] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
CAM stage array and accompanying output circuitry accord 
ing to the memory of FIG. 1 and the exemplary core cell 
array of FIG. 2; 

[0010] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
group of CAM stages associated With one vertical array of 
the exemplary core cell array of FIG. 2; and 

[0011] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of an exemplary group 
of CAM stages With shared output circuitry according to the 
memory of FIG. 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PRESENTLY PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0012] Redundant core cell arrays are utiliZed to substitute 
for inoperative memory core cells of primary or regular 
arrays. Content addressable memory (CAM) circuitry may 
be utiliZed to assist in redundancy substitution. Redundancy 
CAM cells store information regarding the locations of 
inoperative memory cells so that redundant arrays of 
memory cells may be used to substitute for the inoperative 
memory cells of the primary arrays. 

[0013] Typically, the arrays of memory cells are tested by 
the manufacturer for performance and accuracy prior to 
utiliZation by a customer or user. The redundancy CAM cells 
are erased and programmed With the locations of inoperative 
memory cells as appropriate folloWing the testing stage. 

[0014] Core cells in memory may be byte or Word addres 
sable. If a particular operation is to be performed at a 
primary array, an address for the operation is supplied. 
Before the memory cell location for the primary array is 
accessed, the address is compared With address information 
relating to the location of the inoperative memory cells. If 
the address matches a location of a group of inoperative 
memory cells, the address is redirected to the redundant 
array. The operation is then performed at the redundant 
array. If the address does not match a location of a group of 
inoperative memory cells, the address is applied to the 
primary array, and the operation is performed at the primary 
array. Typically, this substitution of primary array memory 
cells With redundant array memory cells is seamless and 
transparent to the user of the memory. 

[0015] NeWer technologies, such as simultaneous read and 
Write operation ?ash memories, present opportunities for the 
redesign of CAM circuitries and architectures to meet 
increasing standards of system performance, and device 
density. The presently preferred embodiments described 
herein implement a more efficient redundancy CAM cir 
cuitry and architecture in a memory such as a ?ash memory. 

[0016] A CAM cell is con?gured to store information 
regarding a location of an inoperative memory cell in a 
primary core cell array. Typically, the inoperative memory 
cell requires a substitution With a memory cell in a redundant 
array. The information stored in the CAM cell may also 
relate to Whether a memory cell, as addressed by an opera 
tion address of the primary core cell array requires a 
substitution With a memory cell of a redundant array. Since 
an individual CAM cell or group of CAM cells can store 
information to determine Whether an operation address 
refers to a location of an inoperative memory cell in a core 
cell array, and since the operation address might be used for 
a read or a Write operation, then in general it Would be 
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expected that an individual CAM or group of CAM cells 
Would be required to store information separately for each 
operation in a particular area. 

[0017] With simultaneous operation, hoWever, a read and 
a Write operation are restricted from being performed simul 
taneously Within the same bank. Additionally restrictive 
criteria on simultaneous read and Write operation may apply. 
Therefore, according to the presently preferred embodi 
ments, one individual dual-ported CAM cell or one group of 
CAM cells storing information regarding the location of an 
inoperative memory cell of the core cell array may be 
accessed during a read operation and during a Write opera 
tion. Due to the restrictions on simultaneous read and Write 
operation, the CAM cell or cells may be accessed With no 
concern of simultaneous access of the one individual CAM 
cell or one group of CAM cells. Depending on the design, 
the dual nature of the CAM cell can exploit simultaneous 
operation to improve efficiency of CAM cell layout and 
reduce the number of devices and peripheral circuitry. 

[0018] Referring noW to FIG. 1, it is a block diagram of 
a memory 100 according to a presently preferred embodi 
ment. In the illustrated embodiment, the memory 100 is 
con?gured as a ?ash memory formed as a complementary 
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuit for 
storing digital data. HoWever, the memory 100 may take any 
other suitable form and in fact the principles described 
herein may be applied in any other suitable circuit in Which 
simultaneous operation permits a dual-ported CAM archi 
tecture. The memory 100 includes a core cell array 102, a 
decoder 104, address buffer circuitry 108, redundancy CAM 
circuitry 106, a control logic circuit 110, and sense ampli?er 
and output circuitry 112. The control logic circuit 110 is 
coupled to the decoder 104, the address buffer circuitry 108, 
and the sense ampli?er and output circuitry 112. The control 
logic circuit 110 produces a series of read and Write select 
operation signals RSEL, WSEL and distributes the signals to 
the decoder 104 and the redundancy CAM circuitry 106. 
Preferably, the control logic circuit 110 distributes timing 
and other control signals for the memory 100. 

[0019] The core cell array 102 includes a plurality of 
memory cells, each con?gured to store data. In some appli 
cations, each memory cell may store a single bit of data; in 
other applications, each memory cell may store tWo or more 
bits of data. The memory cells of the core cell array 102 may 
be byte or Word addressable and are accessed by a corre 
sponding address at the address buffer circuitry 108. In a 
presently preferred embodiment, the memory cells are 
accessed as data Words, and the addresses correspond to 
unique data Words. In other embodiments, each memory cell 
has a unique address, Which is decoded by the decoder 104. 

[0020] Preferably, the decoder 104 includes roW or X-ad 
dress decoding logic and bit line or y-address decoding 
logic. Preferably, the X-address decoding logic of the 
decoder 104 responds to an address signal ADD provided 
from the address buffer circuitry 108 by activating one Word 
line of a plurality of Word lines, each Word line being 
associated With one roW of the core cell array 102. In 
response to activation of the Word line, memory cells 
associated With that Word line turn on and begin sinking 
current. To adequately turn on the memory cells, the Word 
line must be varied by a substantial potential difference, such 
as 3.0 to 4.0 V, for eXample. 
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[0021] Preferably, the y-address decoding logic of the 
decoder 104 couples the appropriate bit line of the core cell 
array 102 to the sense ampli?er and output circuitry 114. The 
y-address decoding logic responds to an address ADD from 
the address buffer circuitry 108 to decode the selected bit 
line from among a plurality of bit lines of the core cell array 
102. The sense ampli?er and output circuitry 114 senses the 
current in the selected memory cell of the core cell array 102 
and determines the binary state of the one or more bits of 
data stored in the selected memory cell. The circuitry 112 
produces the memory cell data that are sensed, preferably as 
data Words, by the sense ampli?er circuitry 114 at the output 
of the memory 100 for use external to the memory 100. 
Other circuitry, not shoWn in FIG. 1, provides for program 
ming, reading, verifying, erasing, and performing other 
operations as necessary on the individual memory cells of 
the core cell array 102. 

[0022] The memory 100 operates in response to a supply 
voltage, labeled Vcc in FIG. 1. The potential difference 
betWeen Vcc and ground is the supply voltage and may be 
in the range 0.8 to 3.3 volts, for eXample. The suitability of 
the supply voltage Vcc Will depend on a variety of factors, 
including the technology With Which the memory 100 is 
fabricated. In general, in advanced CMOS processes, the 
supply voltage Will nominally be 1.8 volts. In absolute 
terms, this voltage is greater than the magnitude of the 
turn-on, or threshold, voltage Vtp for p-channel transistors of 
—0.9 volts and the turn-on or threshold voltage Vtn for 
n-channel transistors of +1.0 volts. 

[0023] The core cell array 102 preferably includes a series 
of primary arrays and redundant arrays. The redundancy 
CAM circuitry 106 of FIG. 1 further includes CAM cells 
that store information regarding the location of an inopera 
tive memory cell or of an inoperative bit line of one of the 
primary arrays of the core cell array 102. Preferably, a bit 
line of an associated redundant array is used as a substitute 
for an inoperative bit line. The CAM cells of the redundancy 
CAM circuitry 106 are programmed and erased at the 
PROG/ERASE input shoWn in FIG. 1. Preferably, the CAM 
cells are programmed and erased during a testing stage that 
takes place prior to use of the chip by an end-user or 
customer. 

[0024] Preferably, Whenever an operation such as a read or 
Write is performed at the core cell array 102, the operation 
address is applied to the redundancy CAM circuitry 106 to 
compare the operation address With the information stored in 
the CAM cells. Preferably, if the operation address matches 
the location information stored in the CAM cells, then at 
least one of the memory cells locations to Which the opera 
tion address refers is inoperative and requires a redundancy 
substitution. 

[0025] For eXample, if a read operation is performed into 
the regular array, a read address that corresponds to a series 
of memory cells preferably making up a data Word is 
compared With the information in the redundancy CAM 
cells. If an inoperative bit line happens to include one of the 
series of memory cells that the read address Would access 
With no redundancy substitution, then the redundancy CAM 
circuitry Will indicate a read match for the read address. 
Preferably, decoding logic ensures that a bit line of the 
redundant array is substituted for the inoperative bit line and 
the inoperative memory cell that the read address Would 
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access With no redundancy substitution. A similar substitu 
tion Would occur if an inoperative bit line happens to include 
one of the series of memory cells that the Write address 
Would access With no redundancy substitution. 

[0026] Referring noW to FIG. 2, it is a diagram illustrating 
an eXemplary core cell array 102 including primary arrays 
and redundant arrays according to the memory 100 of FIG. 
1. Horizontally, the eXemplary core cell array 102 of FIG. 
2 is divided into an upper bank 114 and a loWer bank 116. 
Vertically, the array 102 is divided into four vertical arrays 
VERTO, VERT1, VERT2, VERT3, each vertical array 
including a primary array and an associated redundant array. 
The upper bank 114 includes upper primary arrays 118, 120, 
122, 124 and upper redundant arrays 126, 128, 130, 132. The 
loWer bank 116 includes loWer primary arrays 134, 136, 138, 
140 and loWer redundant arrays 142, 144, 146, 148. The 
vertical array VERTO includes the primary arrays 118, 134 
and the redundant arrays 126, 142. The vertical array 
VERT1 includes the primary arrays 120, 136 and the redun 
dant arrays 128, 144. The vertical array VERT2 includes the 
primary arrays 122, 138 and the redundant arrays 130, 146. 
The vertical array VERT3 includes the primary arrays 124, 
140 and the redundant arrays 132, 148. 

[0027] Preferably, the memory 100 is a simultaneous 
operation memory. One of the limitations of simultaneous 
operation, for eXample, of simultaneous read and Write 
operation, memories is that a read and a Write operation may 
be performed simultaneously, but into different banks. Pref 
erably, one additional limitation With respect to the core cell 
array 102 of FIG. 2 is that a read and a Write operation may 
only be performed simultaneously into different banks not 
located Within the same vertical array. That is, if a Write 
operation is performed into the upper primary array 118 of 
the vertical array VERTO, then a read operation may be 
performed into any one of the loWer primary arrays 136, 
138, 140 of the vertical arrays VERT1, VERT2, VERT3, 
respectively. HoWever, in this instance a read operation may 
not be performed into any of the upper primary arrays 118, 
120, 122, 124 of the vertical arrays VERTO, VERT1, 
VERT2, VERT3, respectively, or into the loWer primary 
array 134 of the vertical array VERTO. 

[0028] In a presently preferred embodiment, each vertical 
array is divided into nine sectors of memory cells (not shoWn 
in FIG. 2). HoriZontally, each sector is preferably divided 
into a series of column areas Within the primary array. Each 
column area, in turn, includes a number of memory cells. 
Each memory cell of the column area preferably corre 
sponds to a unique bit line for the primary array. As 
discussed above, in the event of an inoperative memory cell 
in the primary arrays, the location of the inoperative memory 
cell is identi?ed. Preferably, a bit line spanning the upper 
and loWer redundant array portions of the vertical array 
substitutes for the entire bit line of the primary array that 
corresponds to the inoperative memory cell. Preferably, if 
one memory cell of a bit line is inoperative, the entire bit line 
Will be substituted for by a redundant bit line, so that an 
inoperative bit line by de?nition includes at least one 
inoperative memory cell. Typically, and depending on the 
design of the core cell array 102, a limited number of 
inoperative bit lines of a primary array may be substituted 
for With an associated redundant array. 

[0029] In a presently preferred embodiment, the memory 
cells are accessed as data Words, With a column area of 
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memory cells storing a unique data Word. For eXample, in 
one embodiment according to the memory 100, a read 
operation is performed Where tWo 16 bit data Words are read 
at a time internally While one 16 bit data Word is produced 
at a time from the output circuitry 112. In this Way, tWo 
column areas Would be accessed together in a read opera 
tion. By contrast, a Write operation is performed With one 16 
bit data Word at a time, and one column area Would be 
accessed at a time. Of course, these data Word lengths are 
eXemplary and other Word lengths may be used as suitable. 

[0030] Referring noW to FIG. 3, it is a circuit diagram of 
an exemplary dual-ported CAM stage 200 and accompany 
ing output circuitry according to the memory of FIG. 1. In 
other embodiments, the dual-ported CAM stage 200 may be 
utiliZed Without the accompanying output circuitry to indi 
cate the necessity of redundancy substitution. The eXem 
plary CAM stage 200 includes a dual-ported CAM cell 202, 
a Write data bus 204, and a read data bus 206. The CAM cell 
202 is a transistor, preferably an n-channel metal-oxide 
semiconductor ?eld effect transistor (MOSFET). While the 
CAM cell 202 is preferably a MOSFET transistor utiliZed as 
a nonvolatile memory cell, any suitable active data storage 
element may be used for the CAM cell 202. The Write data 
bus 204 has an output port coupled to a node 212 and an 
input coupled to the drain of the CAM cell 202 at a node 
216. The read data bus 206 has an output port coupled to a 
node 214 and an input coupled to the drain of the CAM cell 
202 at the node 216. The Write data bus 204 and the read data 
bus 205 are transistors, preferably n-channel MOSFETs. Of 
course, any suitable data bus may be used for the data buses 
204, 205. AWrite select signal WSELm is applied to the gate 
of the Write data bus 204, While a read select signal RSELm 
is applied to the gate of the read data bus 205. Avoltage VG 
is applied to the gate input of the CAM cell 202, While a 
voltage VS is applied to the source input of the CAM cell 
202. Preferably, during regular operation of the CAM cell 
202, such as When the CAM cell 202 is checked or accessed, 
the voltage VS Will be at ground potential. 

[0031] A shorthand designation for the eXemplary dual 
ported CAM stage 200 is also presented in FIG. 3. A generic 
CAM stage 200 can be referred to as CAMn/VERTm, Where 
m refers to any one of M vertical arrays VERTO, 
VERT1, . . . , VERTM, Where n refers to any one of N CAM 

stages 200 CAMO, CAM1, . . . , CAMN associated With a 

vertical array VERTm. Preferably, in the exemplary core cell 
array 102 shoWn in FIG. 2, there are M=4 vertical arrays 
VERTO, VERT1, VERT2, VERT3. Preferably, each vertical 
array VERTm has N=8 associated and unique redundancy 
dual-ported CAM stages CAMO, CAM1, CAM2, CAM3, 
CAM4, CAM5, CAM6, CAM7. Of course, the core cell 
array 102 is scalable and may be designed, siZed, arranged, 
or separated differently from the eXemplary core cell array 
102 shoWn in FIG. 2. The number of redundancy CAM cells 
202 and stages 200 associated With each vertical may also 
vary depending on the embodiment and the particular design 
and layout of the core cell array 102. That is, more redun 
dancy arrays may be provided or additional CAM cells may 
be used to particularly identify the location of an inoperative 
memory cell, the location of the inoperative bit line that 
includes the inoperative memory cell, or the column area in 
Which the inoperative bit line is located. 

[0032] Preferably, the CAM cell 202 is a non-volatile 
memory cell that is capable of being erased of information 
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or of being programmed With information. If the CAM cell 
202 is an n-channel MOSFET transistor, this is accom 
plished via modi?cation of the threshold voltage of the 
transistor. The signal cell program/erase and the accompa 
nying arroW are intended to indicate the program/erase 
operation performed on the CAM cell 202. The CAM cell 
202 Will respond differently to an applied gate voltage 
depending on Whether the CAM cell 202 is programmed or 
erased. 

[0033] When the CAM cell 202 is programmed, regulated 
voltages are preferably applied to the drain and the gate of 
the transistor cell 202. The regulated voltages are relatively 
high, compared With the supply voltage VCC. For example, 
in a preferred embodiment, a voltage VD of approximately 
5.0 volts is applied to the drain, While a voltage VG of around 
8.5 volts is applied to the gate input of transistor CAM cell 
202. Regardless of the voltages utiliZed, the combined effect 
of the programming operation on the CAM cell 202 is to 
increase the threshold voltage higher than any applied 
voltage at the gate of the CAM cell 202 during regular 
operation of the redundancy CAM circuitry 106, that is, 
higher than the supply voltage VCC. 
[0034] During regular operation, once the CAM cell 202 
is programmed and the drain of the cell 202 is at ground 
potential, When a gate voltage VG, preferably the supply 
voltage Vcc, is applied nothing Will happen, ie the CAM 
cell Will not turn on or conduct. 

[0035] Typically, all of the CAMs, including the dual 
ported CAM cells 202 in the memory 100, are prepro 
grammed prior to erasure, and are erased together. The CAM 
cells 202 may be erased With an ultra-violet erase procedure 
as is knoWn to those skilled in the art. Of course, other erase 
techniques may be used. The effect of the erase operation on 
the CAM cell 202 is to loWer the threshold voltage from its 
value When the cell 202 is programmed to a regular value 
consistent With a regular transistor. Preferably, When the 
CAM cell 202 is erased, the threshold voltage is set so that 
the cell 202 Will behave like an n-channel transistor, i.e., 
When a gate voltage VG equivalent to the supply voltage Vcc 
is applied, the transistor Will turn on and conduct. 

[0036] Also illustrated in FIG. 3 are tWo p-channel bias 
transistors 208, 210, preferably utiliZed as accompanying 
output circuitry for the exemplary CAM stage 200. Prefer 
ably, the transistors 208, 210 are designed and siZed as Weak 
pull-up transistors relative to the CAM cell 202. The p-chan 
nel transistors 208, 210 are preferably loW threshold voltage 
transistors in FIG. 3. In an exemplary embodiment, the 
transistors 208, 210 each have a nominal threshold voltage 
approximately in the range of —0.5 volts to —0.8 volts. A 
threshold voltage falling Within this range is smaller than a 
threshold voltage of a conventional p-channel transistor, 
Which is typically around —1.2 volts. It is Well knoWn to 
those skilled in the art that the threshold voltages of tran 
sistors such as MOSFETs are controlled during fabrication. 
The device fabrication process alloWs some ?exibility in 
selecting the threshold voltage. HoWever, normal values 
prevail and are in common usage for MOSFETs in particular 
processes. It should be understood that these threshold 
voltages are exemplary only. Generally, transistor design 
parameters, such as threshold voltages and device siZes, 
other circuit con?gurations, or other applicable design tech 
niques available to those skilled in the art may be used or 
substituted Where suitable. 
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[0037] The p-channel transistors 208, 210 may be referred 
to With regard to their connection With the Write and read 
data buses 204, 206. The Write p-channel bias transistor 208 
is coupled to the output port of the Write data bus 204 at the 
node 212. The generic CAM stage 200, Which may be 
referred to as CAMn/VERTm, and the Write p-channel bias 
transistor 208 produce a signal CAMnW at the node 212, 
Where, as above, n refers to any one of N CAM stages 200 
CAMO, CAM1, . . . , CAMN associated With a vertical array 

VERTm. The W identi?es the signal CAMnW at the node 
212 as a Write operation CAM signal. 

[0038] Similarly, the read p-channel bias transistor 210 is 
coupled to the output port of the read data bus 206 at the 
node 214. The generic CAM stage 200, Which may be 
referred to as CAMn/VERTm, and the read p-channel bias 
transistor 210 produce a signal CAMnR at the node 214, 
Where, as above, n refers to any one of N CAM stages 200 
CAMO, CAM1, . . . , CAMN associated With a vertical array 

VERTm. The R identi?es the signal CAMnR at the node 214 
as a read operation CAM signal. 

[0039] The gate inputs of the read and the Write p-channel 
bias transistors 210, 208 are connected to ground potential, 
While the source inputs are at the supply voltage VCC. 
Therefore, since the transistors 210, 208 are loW threshold 
voltage transistors as described above, the transistors 210, 
208 Will conduct and the respective nodes 212, 214 Will be 
at Vcc in the absence of pull-doWn action from the CAM 
stage 200. 

[0040] The operation of the CAM stage 200 in conjunction 
With the transistors 208, 210 proceeds as folloWs. Preferably, 
Whenever an operation to access the core cell array 102 
occurs, regardless of Whether the operation is a read or a 
Write, the CAM cells 202 of the redundancy CAM circuitry 
106 are accessed. A determination is made Whether the 
address in question (a read address or a Write address) 
includes an inoperative memory cell location Where a redun 
dancy substitution is needed. The information regarding this 
location Was programmed into the CAM cells 202 preferably 
prior to the operation. Preferably, Whenever a read or Write 
operation or both occurs, the source voltage VS of every 
CAM cell 202 is at ground potential and the gate voltage VG 
of every CAM cell 202 is brought up to the supply voltage 
VCC. 
[0041] A CAM cell 202 Will respond differently to an 
applied gate voltage depending on Whether or not the CAM 
cell 202 is program or erased. If a Write operation is being 
performed at a vertical array VERTm, then the Write select 
signal WSELm Will be high and the Write data bus 204 Will 
be on. Aprogrammed CAM cell 202 Will remain off and Will 
not turn on or conduct in response to an applied gate voltage 
VG, preferably the supply voltage VCC. The Write pull-up 
transistor 208 Will conduct and the node 212 Will be at Vcc 
in the absence of pull-doWn action from the CAM stage 200. 
Therefore, if the CAM cell 202 is programmed and the Write 
data bus 204 is on, the node 212 remains high or at VCC. 

[0042] If a Write operation is being performed at a vertical 
array VERTm, then the Write select signal WSELm Will be 
high and the Write data bus 204 Will be on. An erased CAM 
cell 202 Will behave like an n-channel transistor and Will 
turn on and conduct in response to an applied gate voltage 
VG, preferably the supply voltage VCC. The CAM cell 202 
Will pull the node 216 to ground potential. Preferably, the 
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CAM cell 202 is designed to be stronger than the Write 
pull-up transistor 208 and therefore, if the CAM cell 202 is 
erased and the Write data bus 204 is on, the node 212 Will be 
pulled to ground potential. 

[0043] If a Write operation is not being performed at a 
vertical array VERTm, then the Write data bus 204 Will be 
off, and the CAM cell 202 Will not be checked. Whether the 
CAM cell 202 is programmed or erased Will not affect the 
value of the signal CAMnW at the node 212. 

[0044] Generally, if a Write operation is being performed 
at a vertical array VERTm, the signals CAMOW . . . 

CAMNW Will specify the location of the bit line Where a 
redundancy substitution is to be made, if one eXists and if 
one Was programmed in the CAM stages 200 CAMO/ 
VERTm . . . CAMN/VERTm. Preferably, one or more of the 

signals CAMOW . . . CAMNW Will be compared With the 

Write address to determine Whether there is a Write match. If 
there is a Write match for an inoperative bit line, a bit line 
from the redundant array substitutes for the inoperative bit 
line. That is, the redundant bit line is utiliZed instead of the 
inoperative bit line if a match is indicated betWeen the Write 
address and the CAM stages 200 associated With the primary 
array at Which the Write operation otherWise occurs. 

[0045] Similarly, if a read operation is being performed at 
a vertical array VERTm, then the read select signal RSELm 
Will be high and the read data bus 206 Will be on. A 
programmed CAM cell 202 Will remain off and Will not turn 
on or conduct in response to an applied gate voltage VG, 
preferably the supply voltage Vcc. The read pull-up tran 
sistor 210 Will conduct and the node 214 Will be at Vcc in 
the absence of pull-doWn action from the CAM stage 200. 
Therefore, if the CAM cell 202 is programmed and the read 
data bus 206 is on, the node 214 remains high or at Vcc. 

[0046] If a read operation is being performed at a vertical 
array VERTm, then the read select signal RSELm Will be 
high and the read data bus 206 Will be on. An erased CAM 
cell 202 Will behave like an n-channel transistor and Will 
turn on and conduct in response to an applied gate voltage 
VG, preferably the supply voltage Vcc. The CAM cell 202 
Will pull the node 216 to ground potential. Preferably, the 
CAM cell 202 is designed to be stronger than the read 
pull-up transistor 210 and therefore, if the CAM cell 202 is 
erased and the read data bus 204 is on, the node 214 Will be 
pulled to ground potential. 

[0047] If a read operation is not being performed at a 
vertical array VERTm, then the read data bus 206 Will be off, 
and the CAM cell 202 Will not be checked. Whether the 
CAM cell 202 is programmed or erased Will not affect the 
value of the signal CAMnR at the node 214. 

[0048] Generally, if a read operation is being performed at 
a vertical array VERTm, the signals CAMOR . . . CAMNR 

Will specify the location of the bit line Where a redundancy 
substitution is to be made, if one eXists and one Was 
programmed in the CAM stages 200 CAMO/VERTm . . . 

CAMN/VERTm. Preferably, one or more of the signals 
CAMOR . . . CAMNR Will be compared With the read 

address to determine Whether there is a read match. If there 
is a read match for an inoperative bit line, a bit line from the 
redundant array substitutes for the inoperative bit line. That 
is, the redundant bit line is utiliZed instead of the inoperative 
bit line if a match is indicated betWeen the read address and 
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the CAM stages 200 associated With the primary array at 
Which the read operation otherWise occurs. 

[0049] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an eXemplary 
CAM stage array 300 and accompanying output circuitry 
according to the memory of FIG. 1 and the exemplary core 
cell array 102 of FIG. 2. Preferably, the redundancy CAM 
circuitry 106 of FIG. 1 includes the eXemplary CAM stage 
array 300. The CAM stage array 300 includes the folloWing 
CAM stages 200: 

[0050] 
[0051] CAMO/VERT0302, CAM1/VERT0304, CAM2/ 
VERT0306, CAM3/VERT0308, CAM4/VERT0310, 
CAM5/VERT0312, CAM6/VERT0314, and CAM7/ 
VERT0316; 

[0052] 
[0053] CAMO/VERT1318, CAM1/VERT1320, CAM2/ 
VERT1322, CAM3/VERT1324, CAM4/VERT1326, 
CAM5/VERT1328, CAM6/VERT1330, and CAM7/ 
VERT1332; 

[0054] 
[0055] CAMO/VERT2334, CAM1/VERT2336, CAM2/ 
VERT2338, CAM3/VERT2340, CAM4/VERT2342, 
CAM5/VERT2344, CAM6/VERT2346, and CAM7/ 
VERT2348; 

[0056] 
[0057] CAMO/VERT3350, CAM1/VERT3352, CAM2/ 
VERT3354, CAM3/VERT3356, CAM4/VERT3358, 
CAM5/VERT3360, CAM6/VERT3362, and CAM7/ 
VERT3364. 

[0058] The CAM stage array 300 further includes read 
p-channel pull-up loW-threshold voltage transistors 366, 
368, 370, 372, 374, 376, 378, 380, Write p-channel pull-up 
loW threshold voltage transistors 382, 384, 386, 388, 390, 
392, 394, 396. 

[0059] All of the CAM stages 200 of the CAM stage array 
300 associated With the vertical array VERTO receive the 
Write and read select signals WSELO, RSELO. All of the 
CAM stages 200 of the CAM stage array 300 associated 
With the vertical array VERT1 receive the Write and read 
select signals WSEL1, RSEL1. All of the CAM stages 200 
of the CAM stage array 300 associated With the vertical 
array VERT2 receive the Write and read select signals 
WSEL2, RSEL2. All of the CAM stages 200 of the CAM 
stage array 300 associated With the vertical array VERT3 
receive the Write and read select signals WSEI3, RSEI3. 

[0060] The CAM stages CAMO/VERT0302, CAMO/ 
VERT1318, CAMO/VERT2334, and CAMO/VERT3350 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 366 at a shared 
output having a signal CAMOR and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 382 at a shared output having a 
signal CAMOW. 

[0061] The CAM stages CAM1/VERT0304, CAM1/ 
VERT1320, CAM1/VERT2336, and CAM1/VERT3352 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 368 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM1R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 384 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM1W. 

associated With the vertical array VERTO: 

associated With the vertical array VERT1: 

associated With the vertical array VERT2: 

associated With the vertical array VERT3: 
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[0062] The CAM stages CAM2/VERT0306, CAM2/ 
VERT1322, CAM2/VERT2338, and CAM2/VERT3354 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 370 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM2R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 386 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM2W. 

[0063] The CAM stages CAM3/VERT0308, CAM3/ 
VERT1324, CAM3/VERT2340, and CAM3/VERT3356 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 372 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM3R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 388 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM3W. 

[0064] The CAM stages CAM4/VERT0310, CAM4/ 
VERT1326, CAM4/VERT2342, and CAM4/VERT3358 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 374 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM4R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 390 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM4W. 

[0065] The CAM stages CAM5/VERT0312, CAM5/ 
VERT1328, CAM5/VERT2344, and CAM5/VERT3360 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 376 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM5R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 392 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM5W. 

[0066] The CAM stages CAM6/VERT0314, CAM6/ 
VERT1330, CAM6/VERT2346, and CAM6/VERT3362 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 378 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM6R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 394 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM6W. 

[0067] The CAM stages CAM7/VERT0316, CAM7/ 
VERT1332, CAM7/VERT2348, and CAM7/VERT3364 are 
all coupled to the read pull-up transistor 380 at a shared 
output having a signal CAM7R and are all coupled to the 
Write pull-up transistor 396 at a shared output having a 
signal CAM7W. 

[0068] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary 
group 400 of CAM stages 200 associated With one vertical 
array VERTm of the exemplary core cell array 102 of FIG. 
2. The exemplary CAM stage group 400 includes the 
folloWing CAM stages 200: CAMO/VERTm 402, CAM1/ 
VERTm 404, CAM2/VERTm 406, CAM3/VERTm 408, 
CAM4/VERTm 410, CAM5/VERTm 412, CAM6/VERTm 
414, and CAM7/VERTm 416, all associated With a vertical 
array VERTm. All of the CAM stages 200 of the CAM stage 
group 400 receive a Write select signal WSELm and a read 
select signal RSELm corresponding to the vertical array 
VERTm. 

[0069] As discussed above, since the memory 100 sup 
ports simultaneous operation, the redundancy CAM cir 
cuitry 106 is preferably capable of keeping track of tWo 
separate operations taking place, such as a read operation 
and a Write operation. In addition, in a presently preferred 
embodiment, the memory cells are accessed as data Words, 
With a column area of memory cells storing a unique data 
Word. For example, in one embodiment according to the 
memory 100, a read operation is performed Where tWo 16 bit 
data Words are read at a time internally While one 16 bit data 
Word is produced at a time from the output circuitry 112 of 
FIG. 1. In this Way, tWo column areas Would be accessed 
together in a read operation. By contrast, a Write operation 
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is performed With one 16 bit data Word at a time, and one 
column area Would be accessed at a time. Of course, these 
data Word lengths are exemplary and other Word lengths 
may be used as suitable. 

[0070] According to presently preferred embodiment, a 
horiZontal roW in the primary array of a vertical array 
VERTm Will include p column areas, each including q bit 
lines. For example, the roW may include p=16 column areas 
With each of the 16 column areas including q=16 bit lines, 
for a total of 256 bit lines in a horiZontal roW. Of course, 
these values are exemplary and intended to explain rather 
than limit the presently preferred embodiments. 

[0071] The exemplary CAM stage group 400 of eight 
CAM stages 402, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412, 414, 416 speci?es 
the location of an inoperative bit line With a column area of 
the primary array of the vertical array VERTm. Preferably, 
a redundant bit line of the redundant array substitutes for the 
inoperative bit line that Would otherWise be accessed by a 
Write or read operation. 

[0072] The location of an inoperative bit line BLi is 
identi?ed ?rst by identifying the column area of the p 
column areas that includes the inoperative bit line. Next, the 
bit line of the q bit lines of the column area that corresponds 
to the inoperative bit line is identi?ed. Accordingly, the 
exemplary CAM stage group 400 of eight CAM stages 402, 
404, 406, 408, 410, 412, 414, 416 preferably stores tWo 
pieces of information to indicate that the location of the 
inoperative bit line BL. 

[0073] For a Write operation, the f-bit (2f=p) Write address 
that corresponds to a column area having q bit lines is 
compared to the f-bit (2f=p) address stored in a group of f 
address CAM stages. The column area preferably stores a 
data Word. In particular, the f address CAM stages specify 
the f-bit (2f=p) address of the column area that includes the 
inoperative bit line BLi. If there is a match betWeen the f-bit 
Write address and the f-bit address stored in the f address 
CAM stages, then the location of the inoperative bit line BLi 
is identi?ed by g (2g=q) I/O CAM stages. The values for f 
and g Will in general depend on the values for p and q. 

[0074] For example, according to a presently preferred 
embodiment, the Write operation is performed With one 16 
bit data Word at a time, and one of p=16 column areas, each 
column area including q=16 bit lines, is accessed at a time. 
According to FIG. 5, f=4 (24=16) address CAM stages 410, 
412, 414, 416 store the 4-bit address of a column area that 
includes an inoperative bit line BL, and g=4 (24=16) I/O 
CAM stages 402, 404, 406, 408 store the location of the 
inoperative bit line BLi of the 16 bit lines Within the column 
area. When a Write operation is performed the Write address 
is compared against the Write address CAM signals 
WRITEADDO, WRITEADD1, WRITE ADD2, and WRITE 
ADD3 of the address CAM stages CAM4/VERTm 410, 
CAM5/VERTm 412, CAM6/VERTm 414, and CAM7/ 
VERTm 416, respectively (With address matching circuitry 
not illustrated in FIG. 5 or FIG. 1.). If the Write address and 
the Write address CAM signals match, the I/O CAM stages 
402, 404, 406, 408 indicate Which bit line of the 16 bit lines 
is the inoperative bit line BL. 

[0075] For a read operation, the h-bit (2h=p/2) read 
address that corresponds to tWo column areas, having a total 
of 2q bit lines, is compared to the h-bit (2h=p/2) address 
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stored in a group of h address CAM stages. The tWo column 
areas preferably store tWo data Words. In particular, the h 
address CAM stages specify the h-bit (2h=p/2) address of the 
tWo column areas, one of Which includes the inoperative bit 
line BLi. If there is a match betWeen the h-bit read address 
and the h-bit address stored in the h address CAM stages, 
then the location of the inoperative bit line BLi is identi?ed 
by j (2j=2q) I/O CAM stages. The values for h and j Will in 
general depend on the values for p and q. 

[0076] For eXample, according to a read operation in a 
presently preferred embodiment, tWo 16 bit data Words are 
read at a time internally While one 16 bit data Word is 
produced at a time from the output circuitry 112 of FIG. 1. 
In this Way, tWo of the p=16 column areas, each column area 
including q=16 bit lines, are accessed at a time. According 
to FIG. 5, h=3 (23=8) address CAM stages 412, 414, 416 
store the 3-bit address of tWo column areas, one of Which 
includes include an inoperative bit line BLi, and j=5 (25 =32) 
I/O CAM stages 402, 404, 406, 408, 410 store the location 
of the inoperative bit line BLi of the 32 bit lines Within tWo 
column areas. When a read operation is performed the read 
address is compared against the read address CAM signals 
READADDO, READADDl, and READADD2 of the 
address CAM stages CAM5/VERTm 412, CAM6/VERTm 
414, and CAM7/VERTm 416, respectively (With address 
matching circuitry not illustrated in FIG. 5 or FIG. 1.). If the 
read address and the read address CAM signals match, the 
I/O CAM stages 402, 404, 406, 408, 410 indicate Which bit 
line of the 32 bit lines of the tWo column areas is the 
inoperative bit line BLi. 

[0077] Even though the address CAM stages and the I/O 
CAM stages are used in different Ways during read and Write 
operations, the CAM stages together provide the same 
information regarding the location of the same inoperative 
bit line in a primary array that requires a substitution With a 
bit line in a redundant array. For eXample, referring to FIG. 
5, assume that the output of the dual-ported CAM stages 
402, 404, 406, 408, 410, 412, 414, 416 is 00010001 respec 
tively. 

[0078] If a Write operation is to be performed at the 
column area having a Write address of 0001, then these four 
bits are compared With the folloWing signals: 

[0079] WRITEADD3=CAM7W=0 from (address) 
CAM stage 416; 

[0080] WRITEADD2=CAM6W=0 from (address) 
CAM stage 414; 

[0081] WRITEADD1=CAM5W=0 from (address) 
CAM stage 412; and 

[0082] WRITE ADDO=CAM4W=1 from (address) 
CAM stage 410. 

[0083] There is a Write address match, so the contents of 
the I/ O CAM stages are checked to determine the location of 
the inoperative bit line BLi Within the column area having an 
address of 0001, as shoWn by the folloWing signals: 

[0084] WRITEIO3=CAM3W=0 from (I/O) CAM 
stage 408; 

[0085] WRITEIO2=CAM2W=0 from (I/O) CAM 
stage 406, 
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[0086] WRITEIO1=CAM1W=0 from (I/O) CAM 
stage 404; and 

[0087] WRITEIO0=CAMOW=1 from (I/O) CAM 
stage 402. 

[0088] If a read operation is to be performed at the tWo 
column areas together having a read address of 000, then 
these three bits are compared With the folloWing signals: 

[0089] READADD2=CAM7R=0 
CAM stage 416; 

[0090] READADD1=CAM6R=0 
CAM stage 414; and 

[0091] READADDO=CAM5R=0 
CAM stage 412. 

[0092] There is a read address match, so the contents of 
the I/ O CAM stages are checked to determine the location of 
the inoperative bit line BLi Within the tWo column areas 
together having an address of 000, as shoWn by the folloW 
ing signals: 

[0093] READIO4=CAM4R=1 from 
stage 410; 

[0094] READIO3=CAM3R=0 from (I/O) 
stage 408; 

[0095] READIO2=CAM2R=0 from (I/O) 
stage 406; 

[0096] READIO1=CAM1R=0 from (I/O) 
stage 404; and 

[0097] READIO0=CAMOR=1 from (I/O) 
stage 402. 

from (address) 

from (address) 

from (address) 

(I/O) CAM 

CAM 

CAM 

CAM 

CAM 

[0098] FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of an exemplary group 
500 of CAM stages 200 With shared output circuitry accord 
ing to the memory of FIG. 2. The exemplary CAM stage 
group 500 includes the folloWing CAM stages 200: CAMn/ 
VERT0502, CAMn/VERT1504, CAMn/VERT2506, and 
CAMn/VERT3508. The CAM stage CAMn/VERT0502 
receives the Write and read select signals WSELO and 
RSELO for VERTO. The CAM stage CAMn/VERT1504 
receives the Write and read select signals WSELl and 
RSELl for VERTl. The CAM stage CAMn/VERT2506 
receives the Write and read select signals WSEL2 and 
RSEL2 for VERT2. The CAM stage CAMn/VERT3508 
receives the Write and read select signals WSEL3 and 
RSEI3 for VERT3. A CAM stage 200 CAMn is located at 
each vertical array and each CAMn 502, 504, 506, 508 
stores a respective bit of information regarding the location 
of an inoperative bit line Within each respective primary 
array. 

[0099] As illustrated in FIG. 6, the CAMn stages 502, 
504, 506, 508 are all coupled to a Write pull-up transistor 
510, preferably a p-channel transistor, at a shared output 512 
having a signal CAMnW and are all coupled to a read 
pull-up transistor 514, preferably a p-channel transistor, at a 
shared output 516 having a signal CAMnR. 

[0100] When a Write operation is performed at VERTO, for 
eXample, the Write select signal WSELO Will be active and 
the contents of the CAM cell Within the dual-ported CAM 
stage CAMn/VERT0502 Will be checked. Since a read 
operation may not be performed at VERTO While a Write 
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operation is being performed there, the read select signal 
RSELO Will not be active. In addition, the other Write select 
signals WSEL1, WSEL2, and WSEL3 Will not be active, and 
the signal CAMnW at the shared output 512 Will be loW or 
high depending on the contents of the CAM cell Within 
CAMn/VERT0502. 

[0101] Similarly, When a read operation is performed at 
VERT2, for eXample, the Write select signal RSEL2 Will be 
active and the contents of the CAM cell Within the dual 
ported CAM stage CAMn/VERT2506 Will be checked. 
Since a Write operation may not be performed at VERT2 
While a read operation is being performed there, the Write 
select signal WSEL2 Will not be active. In addition, the other 
read select signals RSELO, RSEL1, and RSEL3 Will not be 
active, and the signal CAMnR at the shared output 516 Will 
be loW or high depending on the contents of the CAM cell 
Within CAMn/VERT2506. 

[0102] In one embodiment, all of the components of FIG. 
1 are contained on a single integrated circuit chip. Note that 
address and control inputs for the exemplary ?ash memory 
chips are dependent on memory density and interface imple 
mentations. It Will be appreciated that the disclosed embodi 
ments can Work With different memory densities and alter 
nate interface implementations With their accompanying 
alternate address and control input con?gurations. 

[0103] As used herein, the term address is intended 
broadly to refer to any location identi?er that uniquely 
corresponds to, or to the location of, one or more memory 
cells. The presently preferred embodiments described herein 
present a redundancy CAM circuitry including dual-ported 
CAM stages. HoWever, aspects of the embodiments can be 
applied With respect to operations other than redundancy 
substitutions of inoperative memory cells. 

[0104] As used herein, the terms and phrases loW, logic 
loW, not asserted, not active, and inactive are intended 
broadly to refer to logic loW values of a digital signal, 
generally understood to represent a binary Zero 

[0105] As used herein, the terms and phrases high, logic 
high, asserted, and active are intended broadly to refer to 
logic high values of a digital signal, generally understood to 
represent a binary one 

[0106] As used herein, the phrase “A coupled With B” is 
de?ned to mean A directly connected to B, or A indirectly 
connected With B through one or more intermediate com 
ponents. 

[0107] As used herein, the term user is intended to refer to 
a processor or other component or entity seeking access to 
memory. 

[0108] As used herein, the term inoperative, When used in 
conjunction With a storage element or a group of storage 
elements, refers broadly to any condition or state that may 
require the substitution of one more storage elements for the 
inoperative storage element. The storage element may 
include one or more memory cells, or bit lines, or interface 
circuitry to memory cells, for eXample. In particular, as used 
herein, an inoperative memory cell refers broadly to a 
memory cell With or Without accompanying circuitry, such 
as a bit line that is coupled to the memory cell, or a bit line 
that includes the memory cell. Typically, a lack of function 
ality of the storage element Will require a substitution for the 
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storage element. The lack of functionality may be due to 
damage or to a defect in the storage element or in an 
interface to the storage element. 

[0109] It should be understood that, as used herein, the 
term signal refers broadly to an analog or digital signal and 
encompasses both types of signals. 

[0110] From the foregoing, it can be seen that the presently 
preferred embodiments provide a memory capable of sub 
stituting a second memory cell for an inoperative memory 
cell. The memory includes a primary array of memory cells, 
a redundant array of memory cells, and redundancy content 
addressable memory (CAM) circuitry. The redundancy 
CAM circuitry includes a plurality of dual-ported CAM 
stages. Each CAM stage includes a CAM cell, a Write data 
bus coupled to the CAM cell, and a read data bus coupled 
to the CAM cell. The CAM cell stores information regarding 
a location of an inoperative memory cell in the primary 
array. Preferably, the inoperative memory cell requires a 
substitution With a second memory cell in the redundant 
array. The Write data bus produces the information from the 
CAM cell responsively to a Write select signal. The Write 
select signal is indicative of a Write operation to be per 
formed at memory cell locations in the primary array. The 
read data bus produces the information from the CAM cell 
responsively to a read select signal. The read select signal is 
indicative of a read operation to be performed at memory 
cell locations in the primary array. 

[0111] Preferably, the Write operation and the read opera 
tion are performed at different times at memory cell loca 
tions in the primary array. 

[0112] Preferably, the memory is capable of comparing an 
operation address that refers to a location of a third memory 
cell in the primary array With the information of the CAM 
cell to determine Whether the third memory cell in the 
primary array requires a substitution With the second 
memory cell in the redundant array. 

[0113] In a preferred embodiment, the dual-ported CAM 
stage includes the dual-ported CAM stage 200 of FIG. 2. Of 
course, other dual-ported CAM stages according to the 
presently preferred embodiments may be used other than the 
exemplary CAM stage 200 as suitable. 

[0114] In addition, the presently preferred embodiments 
provide a dual-ported content addressable memory (CAM) 
stage in a memory. The CAM stage includes a CAM cell, a 
Write data bus coupled to the CAM cell, and a read data bus 
coupled to the CAM cell. The CAM cell stores information 
regarding the location of an inoperative memory cell in a 
primary array of the memory. Preferably, the inoperative 
memory cell requires a substitution With a second memory 
cell in a redundant array of the memory. The Write data bus 
produces the information from the CAM cell responsively to 
a Write select signal. The Write select signal is indicative of 
a Write operation to be performed at memory cell locations 
in the primary array. The read data bus produces the infor 
mation from the CAM cell responsively to a read select 
signal. The read select signal is indicative of a read operation 
to be performed at memory cell locations in the primary 
array. 

[0115] Preferably, the Write operation and the read opera 
tion are performed at different times at memory cell loca 
tions in the primary array. 
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[0116] Preferably, the memory is capable of comparing an 
operation address that refers to a location of a third memory 
cell in the primary array With the information of the CAM 
cell to determine Whether the third memory cell in the 
primary array requires a substitution With the second 
memory cell in the redundant array. 

[0117] In a preferred embodiment, the dual-ported CAM 
stage includes the dual-ported CAM stage 200 of FIG. 2. Of 
course, other dual-ported CAM stages according to the 
presently preferred embodiments may be used other than the 
eXemplary CAM stage 200 as suitable. 

[0118] Further, the presently preferred embodiments pro 
vide a memory capable of substituting a second memory cell 
for a ?rst memory cell. The memory includes a memory cell 
array, one or more redundant arrays of memory cells, and a 
CAM cell. The memory cell array is capable of being 
operated on by a ?rst task and a second task. In other 
embodiments, the memory cell array includes the one or 
more redundant arrays of memory cells. The tasks are 
optionally performed concurrently With one another. The 
memory cell array includes a ?rst primary array of memory 
cells, and a second primary array of memory cells. If the ?rst 
task is performed at the ?rst primary array, the second task 
cannot be performed concurrently at the ?rst primary array. 
If the second task is performed at the second primary array, 
the ?rst task cannot be performed concurrently at the second 
primary array. The CAM cell stores information regarding 
Whether a ?rst memory cell of the memory cell array 
requires a substitution With a second memory cell of one of 
the one or more redundant arrays. The CAM cell is capable 
of being accessed during the ?rst task and during the second 
task. 

[0119] Preferably, the CAM cell stores the location of an 
inoperative memory cell of the memory cell array. Prefer 
ably, the inoperative memory cell requires a substitution 
With the second memory cell of the one or more redundant 
arrays. 

[0120] In addition, the presently preferred embodiments 
provide a memory capable of substituting a third memory 
cell for a ?rst memory cell, and capable of substituting a 
fourth memory cell for a second memory cell. The memory 
includes a ?rst primary array of memory cells, a ?rst 
redundant array of memory cells associated With the ?rst 
primary array of memory cells, a second primary array of 
memory cells, a second redundant array of memory cells 
associated With the ?rst primary array of memory cells, and 
redundancy content addressable memory (CAM) circuitry. 
The ?rst primary array includes a ?rst memory cell, and the 
second primary array includes a second memory cell. The 
redundancy CAM circuitry includes a ?rst group of dual 
ported CAM stages and a second group of dual-ported CAM 
stages. The ?rst group of dual-ported CAM stages stores ?rst 
location information of the ?rst memory cell. Preferably, the 
?rst memory cell requires a substitution With a third memory 
cell in the ?rst redundant array. For eXample, the ?rst 
memory cell may be damaged, or may be otherWise inop 
erative. The second group of dual-ported CAM stages stores 
second location information of the second memory cell. 
Preferably, the second memory cell requires a substitution 
With a fourth memory cell in the second redundant array. For 
eXample, the second memory cell may be damaged, or may 
be otherWise inoperative. A ?rst initial CAM stage of the 
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?rst group of CAM stages includes a ?rst CAM cell, a ?rst 
Write data bus, and a ?rst read data bus. The ?rst Write data 
bus and the ?rst read data bus are respectively coupled to the 
CAM cell. A second initial CAM stage of the second group 
of CAM stages includes a second CAM cell, a second Write 
data bus, and a second read data bus. The second Write data 
bus and the second read data bus are respectively coupled to 
the CAM cell. The second Write data bus and the ?rst Write 
data bus share a ?rst Write output. The second read data bus 
and the ?rst read data bus share a ?rst read output. 

[0121] Preferably, the ?rst Write data bus produces a ?rst 
portion of the ?rst location information from the ?rst group 
of CAM stages at the ?rst Write output responsively to a ?rst 
Write select signal. Preferably, the ?rst portion of the ?rst 
location information includes one bit of information. The 
?rst Write select signal is indicative of a Write operation to 
be performed on memory cell locations in the ?rst primary 
array. Preferably, the second Write data bus produces a 
second portion of the second location information from the 
second group of CAM stages at the ?rst Write output 
responsively to a second Write select signal. Preferably, the 
second portion of the second location information includes 
one bit of information. The second Write select signal is 
indicative of a Write operation to be performed on memory 
cell locations in the second primary array. Preferably, the 
memory further includes a Write bias transistor coupled to 
the ?rst Write output to bias the ?rst Write output to a ?rst 
value. Preferably, if a Write operation is performed at the ?rst 
primary array and the ?rst Write output is pulled to a second 
value, the ?rst CAM cell is erased. Preferably, if a Write 
operation is performed at the ?rst primary array and the ?rst 
Write output remains at the ?rst value, the ?rst CAM cell is 
programmed. Preferably, if a Write operation is performed at 
the second primary array and the ?rst Write output is pulled 
to the second value, the second CAM cell is erased. Pref 
erably, if a Write operation is performed at the second 
primary array and the ?rst Write output remains at the ?rst 
value, the second CAM cell is programmed. 

[0122] Preferably, the ?rst read data bus produces a ?rst 
portion of the ?rst location information from the ?rst group 
of CAM stages at the ?rst read output responsively to a ?rst 
read select signal. Preferably, the ?rst portion of the ?rst 
location information includes one bit of information. The 
?rst read select signal is indicative of a read operation to be 
performed on memory cell locations in the ?rst primary 
array. Preferably, the second read data bus produces a second 
portion of the second location information from the second 
group of CAM stages at the ?rst read output responsively to 
a second read select signals. Preferably, the second portion 
of the second location information includes one bit of 
information. The second read select signal is indicative of a 
read operation to be performed on memory cell locations in 
the second primary array. Preferably, the memory further 
includes a read bias transistor coupled to the ?rst read output 
to bias the ?rst read output to a ?rst value. Preferably, if a 
read operation is performed at the ?rst primary array and the 
?rst read output is pulled to a second value, the ?rst CAM 
cell is erased. Preferably, if a read operation is performed at 
the ?rst primary array and the ?rst read output remains at the 
?rst value, the ?rst CAM cell is programmed. Preferably, if 
a read operation is performed at the second primary array 
and the ?rst read output is pulled to the second value, the 
second CAM cell is erased. Preferably, if a read operation is 
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performed at the second primary array and the ?rst read 
output remains at the ?rst value, the second CAM cell is 
programmed. 
[0123] Further, the presently preferred embodiments pro 
vide a method of substituting a second memory cell in a 
redundant array of memory cells for an inoperative memory 
cell in a primary array of memory cells. Information is 
stored in a series of dual-ported CAM stages. The informa 
tion is regarding a location of the inoperative memory cell. 
An operation address, corresponding to one or more location 
of memory cells in the primary array, is compared With the 
information in the series of dual-ported CAM stages to 
determine Whether the one or more locations of memory 
cells comprise the location of the inoperative memory cell. 
If the one or more locations of memory cells include the 
location of the inoperative memory cell, then the location of 
the second memory cell is accessed With the operation 
address. If the one or more locations of memory cells do not 
include the location of the inoperative memory cell, the one 
or more locations of memory cells are accessed With the 
operation address. In one preferred embodiment the opera 
tion address is a Write address. In one preferred embodiment 
the operation address is a read address. 

[0124] It should be understood that the steps of the meth 
ods recited herein can be performed in any order consistent 
With the recited acts. 

[0125] While particular embodiments of the present 
invention have been shoWn and described, modi?cations 
may be made. For eXample, the senses of the individual 
transistors, p-channel and n-channel, may be reversed in 
suitable applications. It is to be noted that suitable transistor 
siZes specifying channel Width to length ratios (measured in 
micrometers or microns) for the transistors that make up the 
depicted circuits have been omitted from the ?gures. It Will 
be appreciated that suitable ratios may be chosen depending 
on the design requirements and the capabilities and limita 
tions of the particular integrated circuit fabrication process 
used for implementation of the circuit as Well as the per 
formance requirements of the speci?c embodiment. Further, 
the inventive concepts described herein may be applied to 
circuits other than memory devices. 

[0126] The foregoing detailed description has described 
only a feW of the many forms that this invention can take. 
It is therefore intended that the foregoing detailed descrip 
tion be regarded as illustrative rather than limiting, and that 
it be understood that it is the folloWing claims, including all 
equivalents, Which are intended to de?ne the spirit and scope 
of this invention. It is therefore intended in the appended 
claims to cover all such changes and modi?cations Which 
fall Within the true spirit and scope of the invention. 

We claim: 
1. A memory capable of substituting a second memory 

cell for an inoperative memory cell, the memory compris 
ing: 

a primary array of memory cells; 

a redundant array of memory cells; and 

redundancy content addressable memory (CAM) cir 
cuitry, the circuitry comprising a plurality of dual 
ported CAM stages, each CAM stage comprising: 
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a CAM cell to store information regarding a location of 
an inoperative memory cell in the primary array, the 
inoperative memory cell requiring a substitution 
With a second memory cell in the redundant array; 

a Write data bus, coupled to the CAM cell, to produce 
the information from the CAM cell responsively to a 
Write select signal, the Write select signal indicative 
of a Write operation to be performed at memory cell 
locations in the primary array; and 

a read data bus, coupled to the CAM cell, to produce 
the information from the CAM cell responsively to a 
read select signal, the read select signal indicative of 
a read operation to be performed at memory cell 
locations in the primary array. 

2. The memory of claim 1, Wherein the Write operation 
and the read operation are performed at different times at 
memory cell locations in the primary array. 

3. The memory of claim 1, Wherein the memory is capable 
of comparing an operation address that refers to a location 
of a third memory cell in the primary array With the 
information of the CAM cell to determine Whether the third 
memory cell in the primary array requires a substitution With 
the second memory cell in the redundant array. 

4. A dual-ported content addressable memory (CAM) 
stage in a memory, the CAM stage comprising: 

a CAM cell to store information regarding the location of 
an inoperative memory cell in a primary array of the 
memory, the inoperative memory cell requiring a sub 
stitution With a second memory cell in a redundant 
array of the memory; 

a Write data bus, coupled to the CAM cell, to produce the 
information from the CAM cell responsively to a Write 
select signal, the Write select signal indicative of a Write 
operation to be performed at memory cell locations in 
the primary array; and 

a read data bus, coupled to the CAM cell, to produce the 
information from the CAM cell responsively to a read 
select signal, the read select signal indicative of a read 
operation to be performed at memory cell locations in 
the primary array. 

5. The dual-ported CAM stage of claim 4, Wherein the 
Write operation and the read operation are performed at 
different times at memory cell locations in the primary array. 

6. The memory of claim 4, Wherein the memory is capable 
of comparing an operation address that refers to a location 
of a third memory cell in the primary array With the 
information of the CAM cell to determine Whether the third 
memory cell in the primary array requires a substitution With 
the second memory cell in the redundant array. 

7. A memory capable of substituting a second memory 
cell for a ?rst memory cell, the memory comprising: 

a memory cell array, Wherein the memory cell array is 
capable of being operated on by a ?rst task and a 
second task, the tasks optionally performed concur 
rently With one another, and Wherein the memory cell 
array comprises: 

a ?rst primary array of memory cells, Wherein if the 
?rst task is performed at the ?rst primary array, the 
second task cannot be performed concurrently at the 
?rst primary array; 
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a second primary array of memory cells, Wherein if the 
second task is performed at the second primary array, 
the ?rst task cannot be performed concurrently at the 
second primary array; 

one or more redundant arrays of memory cells; and 

a CAM cell to store information regarding Whether a ?rst 
memory cell of the memory cell array requires a 
substitution With a second memory cell of one of the 
one or more redundant arrays, the CAM cell capable of 
being accessed during the ?rst task and during the 
second task. 

8. The memory of claim 7, Wherein the CAM cell stores 
the location of an inoperative memory cell of the memory 
cell array, the inoperative memory cell requiring a substi 
tution With the second memory cell of the one or more 
redundant arrays. 

9. Amemory capable of substituting a third memory cell 
for a ?rst memory cell, and capable of substituting a fourth 
memory cell for a second memory cell, the memory com 
prising: 

a ?rst primary array of memory cells including a ?rst 
memory cell; 

a ?rst redundant array of memory cells associated With the 
?rst primary array of memory cells; 

a second primary array of memory cells including a 
second memory cell; 

a second redundant array of memory cells associated With 
the second primary array of memory cells; and 

redundancy content addressable memory (CAM) cir 
cuitry, the circuitry comprising: 

a ?rst group of dual-ported CAM stages to store ?rst 
location information of the ?rst memory cell, the ?rst 
memory cell requiring a substitution With a third 
memory cell in the ?rst redundant array, a ?rst initial 
CAM stage of the ?rst group of CAM stages com 
prising: 
a ?rst CAM cell, a ?rst Write data bus, and a ?rst read 

data bus, the ?rst Write data bus and the ?rst read 
data bus respectively coupled to the CAM cell; 
and 

a second group of dual-ported CAM stages to store 
second location information of the second memory 
cell, the second memory cell requiring a substitution 
With a fourth memory cell in the second redundant 
array, a second initial CAM stage of the second 
group of CAM stages comprising: 

a second CAM cell, a second Write data bus, and a 
second read data bus, the second Write data bus 
and the second read data bus respectively coupled 
to the CAM cell, the second Write data bus and the 
?rst Write data bus sharing a ?rst Write output, and 
the second read data bus and the ?rst read data bus 
share a ?rst read output. 

10. The memory of claim 9, Wherein the ?rst memory cell 
is inoperative. 

11. The memory of claim 9, Wherein the second memory 
cell is inoperative. 

12. The memory of claim 9, Wherein the ?rst Write data 
bus produces a ?rst portion of the ?rst location information 
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from the ?rst group of CAM stages and the second Write data 
bus produces a second portion of the second location infor 
mation from the second group of CAM stages, at the ?rst 
Write output, responsively to respective ?rst and second 
Write select signals, the ?rst and second Write select signals 
being indicative of a Write operation to be performed on 
memory cell locations in the ?rst and the second primary 
arrays, respectively. 

13. The memory of claim 12, Wherein the ?rst portion of 
the ?rst location information comprises one bit of informa 
tion. 

14. The memory of claim 12, Wherein the second portion 
of the second location information comprises one bit of 
information. 

15. The memory of claim 12, further comprising: 

a Write bias transistor coupled to the ?rst Write output to 
bias the ?rst Write output to a ?rst value. 

16. The memory of claim 15, Wherein if a Write operation 
is performed at the ?rst primary array and the ?rst Write 
output is pulled to a second value, the ?rst CAM cell is 
erased. 

17. The memory of claim 15, Wherein if a Write operation 
is performed at the ?rst primary array and the ?rst Write 
output remains at the ?rst value, the ?rst CAM cell is 
programmed. 

18. The memory of claim 15, Wherein if a Write operation 
is performed at the second primary array and the ?rst Write 
output is pulled to the second value, the second CAM cell is 
erased. 

19. The memory of claim 15, Wherein if a Write operation 
is performed at the second primary array and the ?rst Write 
output remains at the ?rst value, the second CAM cell is 
programmed. 

20. The memory of claim 9, Wherein the ?rst read data bus 
produces a ?rst portion of the ?rst location information from 
the ?rst group of CAM stages and the second read data bus 
produces a second portion of the second location informa 
tion from the second group of CAM stages, at the ?rst read 
output, responsively to respective ?rst and second read 
select signals, the ?rst and second read select signals being 
indicative of a read operation to be performed on memory 
cell locations in the ?rst and the second primary arrays, 
respectively. 

21. The memory of claim 20, Wherein the ?rst portion of 
the ?rst location information comprises one bit of informa 
tion. 

22. The memory of claim 20, Wherein the second portion 
of the second location information comprises one bit of 
information. 

23. The memory of claim 20, further comprising: 

a read bias transistor coupled to the ?rst read output to 
bias the ?rst read output to a ?rst value. 

24. The memory of claim 23, Wherein if a read operation 
is performed at the ?rst primary array and the ?rst read 
output is pulled to a second value, the ?rst CAM cell is 
erased. 

25. The memory of claim 23, Wherein if a read operation 
is performed at the ?rst primary array and the ?rst read 
output remains at the ?rst value, the ?rst CAM cell is 
programmed. 

26. The memory of claim 23, Wherein if a read operation 
is performed at the second primary array and the ?rst read 
output is pulled to the second value, the second CAM cell is 
erased. 
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27. The memory of claim 23, wherein if a read operation 
is performed at the second primary array and the ?rst read 
output remains at the ?rst value, the second CAM cell is 
programmed. 

28. In a memory, a method of substituting a second 
memory cell in a redundant array of memory cells for an 
inoperative memory cell in a primary array of memory cells, 
the method comprising: 

storing information in a series of dual-ported CAM 
stages, the information regarding a location of the 
inoperative memory cell; 

comparing an operation address, the operation address 
corresponding to one or more locations of memory 
cells in the primary array, With the information in the 
series of dual-ported CAM stages to determine Whether 
the one or more locations of memory cells include the 
location of the inoperative memory cell; 
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if the one or more locations of memory cells include the 
location of the inoperative memory cell, then 

accessing the location of the second memory cell With 
the operation address; and 

if the one or more locations of memory cells do not 

include the location of the inoperative memory cell, 
then 

accessing the one or more locations of memory cells 
With the operation address. 

29. The method of claim 28, Wherein the operation 
address is a Write address. 

30. The method of claim 28, Wherein the operation 
address is a read address. 


